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A BIG THANK YOU TO ALL THE 
RAIL ALE 2018 SPONSORS
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BARROW HILL ROUNDHOUSE RAILWAY CENTRE
PROUDLY PRESENTS

RAIL ALE 2018
Welcome to Rail Ale 2018, the most atmospheric beer festival of the 
year! 

This year you’ll once again be able to choose from a vast range of 
beers from around the UK, with the Derbyshire Bar showcasing 
some of the fantastic real ales closer to home, as well as a large 
selection of increasingly popular craft keg beers and a cider bar. 
The Prosecco bar, which made a hugely popular debut at Rail 
Ale 2017, is back to offer more sparkle and we are delighted to 
announce another new addition for 2018 – the Rail Ale “Gin Palace”.  

Another huge part of Rail Ale is the music and you’ll find the 
running order in this programme so you don’t miss out on any of 
it.  There’s a great range on offer from jazz in the Café Bar Marquee 
through acoustic and folk to rock and soul on the Main Stage – 
some great local bands and solo artists who we know you’ll enjoy. 
Don’t forget to visit the Food Court which has even more food stalls 
than ever this year serving a wide variety of foods to suit every 
taste. 

Our ever popular Rail Ale shuttle trains will be running up and 
down the site throughout the day on Friday and Saturday until 
5.00pm.  So sit back and relax and let the train take the strain as you 
sup your drink of choice!  Our free bus service will also run a regular 
service between Chesterfield Railway Station (picking up at the 
Derby Tup pub in Whittington) and the Roundhouse throughout 
the three days of the Festival.  

A word now about our unique venue, the only remaining 
operational roundhouse in Great Britain, which has been such 
an amazing home to Rail Ale for the past seventeen years.  This 
wonderful Grade II listed building is still used today to stable and 
service the classic steam and diesel locomotives that serve as an 
unusual backdrop to the bars for the Festival.  

As you may be aware, the Roundhouse was awarded £1.17m by 
the Heritage Lottery Fund in 2016 to fund vital restoration works 
as well as the construction of a new entrance building including 
café and toilets.  Last year’s Rail Ale Festival gave a sneak preview of 
the construction work and visitors to Rail Ale 2018 will now see the 
fully refurbished Roundhouse and new cafe in all their glory.  The 
new building was designed specifically to fit in with the marquee 
arrangements for Rail Ale!

Now back to Rail Ale and a big thank you goes to this year’s main 
sponsors: Everard’s and Fuller’s; and our supporting sponsors:  
Batemans, Blue Monkey, Cornish Orchards, Fuggle Bunny, Marstons, 
Oakham Ales, Timothy Taylor’s and Titanic.  Look out for their beers 
and ciders on the hand pumps on the Main Festival Bars and on the 
Cider Bar.    
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Thanks must also go to all our ticket outlets for their 
support of this year’s event and CAMRA with many 
members from near and far helping at this year’s 
Festival.  A big thank you to all the volunteers behind 
the bars and behind the scenes who have worked 
so hard to make this year’s event another great 
celebration.

For your safety, please keep within the designated areas which are 
clearly marked and do not attempt to enter barriered-off areas.  
Alcohol can only be taken off site in bags.  Please 
also note that although we welcome children 
during the day under 18s are not allowed on site 
after 5.00pm under the terms of our licence.  We 
operate a ‘Challenge 25’ policy.

Allergy information for all products served at the 
Festival is available upon request. Please be aware that 
because this programme is printed several days before the Festival 
opens, we cannot guarantee that all the beers and ciders listed 
here will be available.  Please ask the bar staff for guidance if you 
have any questions.   

We hope you have an enjoyable day.  We always welcome feedback 
so that we can make the Festival even better.  If you have any 
comments, please email enquiries@railalefestival.com.   We look 
forward to welcoming you back to the 18th Rail Ale Festival on 
16th, 17th and 18th May 2019.  Further details about this year’s 
Festival can also be found on our website www.railalefestival.com.

The Event Organisers
Rail Ale 2018
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RAIL ALE MUSIC FRIDAY 18th MAY

Café Bar Marquee
Throughout the afternoon - New Orleans Heat Jazz Band 
A seven piece band playing the old style New Orleans jazz, 
recreating the music of the crescent city,  be it a stomp, blues, 
hymn, spiritual or pop song of the day. “Helping to keep the real 
jazz alive!”

Main Stage
1.30 - Adam Parrish
Talented composer and keyboard wizard who counts Rick 
Wakeman amongst his musical heroes, Adam will start off Friday’s 
Rail Ale music at a gentle pace to get you in the mood.

2.10 - Matt Meakin 
Local youngster Matt started performing at open mic nights and 
has progressed to running them. He’s got a cracking voice and puts 
his acoustic stamp on tunes old and new.

2.50 - Kevin & Jill 
Welcome to the beautiful world of Pancake Boy & Miss Shapen, 
aka Kevin & Jill. A boy girl duo of mature years performing acoustic 
tunes past and present with a jazzy, sultry musical twist. Enjoy with 
a quality beer!

3.30 - Just Alfie 
South Yorkshire based singer songwriter with a repertoire ranging 
from Dylan to Elbow. Well crafted originals sprinkled in the set list 
for good measure.

4.15 - Beanie 
One of Chesterfield’s most popular acoustic artistes, Alfie has a 
presence and voice that that is going to rock us into Rail Ale. Expect 
a few surprise tunes in the mix.

5.15 - May Contain Nuts
A friendly bunch from the Alfreton area playing a great range of 
funk, soul, pop and classic rock – getting the party started.

7.00 - Beaver Creek
A modern country and country rock group hailing from the 
Midlands. The group is heavily inspired by the music and styles of 
contemporary country rock icons. Think The Eagles, Brad Paisley, 
Vince Gill, The Mavericks, and others all blended into the melting 
pot.

8.15 - Flint ‘More and Byrne
Top acoustic band blending their voices and guitars in perfect 
harmony: Beatles, Crosby Stills & Nash and more, then add Ed 
Sheeran and Jason Mraz. A great mix of acoustic delights, styles 
and genres to ease into Friday night.

9.30 - Dukes of Pork 
These guys were so good last year, we just had to have them back 
– this time as one of our headline acts.  Classic pop and rock covers 
band with tight rhythm section and guitars. These lads enjoy a 
laugh and a decent tune and are sure to get us rocking the night 
away.
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RAIL ALE MUSIC SATURDAY 19th MAY

Café Bar Marquee
Throughout the afternoon - Ashover Brass Band 
A thriving high quality concert band with a musical repertoire to 
suit all tastes and occasions.  Brass bands, they’re the future!

Main Stage
1.30 - Me & Mr Jones
Me and Mr Jones are (confusingly) a quintet of Derbyshire 
musicians who aspire to harmony and perform self-penned quirky 
pop and ballads.

2.10 - JayRar
A chilled afternoon acoustic session from this talented young 
Chesterfield musician.

2.55 - Jordan Rooker Band
This talented Sheffield musician and his band are making their first 
appearance at Rail Ale – expect well crafted melodies and above all 
real music. 

3.45 - Terry Faulkner
Irish folk is the main theme of Terry’s repertoire but he also sings 
songs of miners, travelling people, convicts, war and of course love, 
a little bit different from the norm and a fantastic treat of smooth 
and powerful vocals.

4.25 - Phil Ashmore
Local singer songwriter with a killer voice and style. Phil handles 
rock, pop, blues, country and more with consummate ease.

5.15 - The Aups
“Aup, we are The Aups”, a fresh, new, loud covers band, busting out 
all your forgotten favourites.

7.00 - Selective Hearing
Derbyshire based 3 piece playing pop and rock songs from the 
1960s up to the present day. Expect to hear the unexpected played 
with passion and skill.

8.15 - Identity Crisis
Female fronted rock band from Nottinghamshire. Playing well 
known covers, a few often overlooked ones and some originals.

9.30 - Highway Child
Headliners at Rail Ale 2017 – they were so good, we just had to 
have them back!  An energetic soul and blues review band from 
Sheffield and a main stay of the Yorkshire music scene, playing 
many festivals and gigs across the region and the UK. A band not 
to be missed if you love soul, funk, blues and having a good time. 
Boasting a classic rhythm section and a four-piece brass ensemble, 
the band’s sound is as big and as polished as the songs they play. 
With an extensive repertoire of classic songs from artists such as 
Otis Redding, Wilson Pickett, Stevie Wonder, Ray Charles and James 
Brown to mention but a few, Highway Child will get you dancing 
and keep you having fun all night.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description

CASTLE ROCK TRAILER BAR

RAIL ALE SPONSOR 2017
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RAIL ALE FESTIVAL 2018 
SPONSORS’ BEERS ON MAIN BAR 1

Note: Beer colours may vary from description
All beers subject to availability

SKULL & HAMMERS PALE 4.0%
Perfectly balanced pale ale with a citrus and fruity flavour, 
leaving a smooth aftertaste.  Very moreish.
40th ANNIVERSARY XXXB  CHESTNUT 4.8%
Tawny ale, brewed with pale, chocolate, crystal and wheat malts 
blended with spicy Challenger, Styrian and Golding hops.
DARK MILD BLACK 3.0%
Creamy mild with a fruity palate, some roast character and a 
hoppy finish. GBBF Mild of the Year on three occasions.
SALEM CITRUS RIOT GOLDEN 4.3%
Subtle lemon peel infused into the mash to produce a golden 
citrus lemon riot in your mouth.
SALEM PORTER BLACK 4.7%
Full of fruit, hazelnuts, almonds, liquorice and spicy hops. 
Roasted grains give buttered toast and crunchy nut biscuit 
notes.

RAIL ALE 2018 SPONSOR
ON HAND PUMP

MARMOSET PALE 3.6%
Brewed using 100% Centennial hops which gives a fresh floral 
aroma and flavour with a deep bitter finish. 
EVOLUTION GOLDEN 4.3%
Premium pale ale, golden in colour and deliciously fruity, 
packed full of Cascade hops and dry hopped for extra punch.
INFINITY GOLDEN 4.6%
An infinitely satisfying golden ale brewed with Citra hops from 
the USA.
FUNKY GIBBON BROWN 4.1%
Traditional light copper coloured session ale, infused with 
Willamette hops from the USA to create a fruity earthy beer.
GUERILLA CHOCOLATE AMARETTO BLACK 4.9%
Award winning complex and malty stout with a rich chocolate 
aroma and flavours.

RAIL ALE 2018 SPONSOR
ON HAND PUMP
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CASTLE ROCK TRAILER BAR

RAIL ALE SPONSOR 2017
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SUNCHASER STRAW 4.0%
Brewed with Tettnang hops and Lager malt to give a subtle 
zesty flavour with notes of lemon and honey.

BEACON HILL AMBER 3.8%
A wonderfully moreish ale brewed with British hops and 
premium Maris Otter malt.

TIGER BROWN 4.2%
Perfectly balanced ale with carefully selected British hops and 
premium Maris Otter malt, a spicy aroma and toffee notes.

OLD ORIGINAL CHESTNUT 5.2%
Classic strong ale with rich and fruity flavours.  British hops and 
premium Maris Otter malt give this a full-bodied taste.

TUBBY RUBY 4.8%
Brewed to commemorate PC 83 John William ‘Tubby’.  Dark ale 
with well rounded character, blackberry and vanilla with a soft 
mouth feel.

RAIL ALE 2018 SPONSOR
ON HAND PUMP

LA LA LAND PALE 3.9%
American Pale Ale. Refreshingly tropical with citrus and passion 
fruit combined with fresh floral aromas. 

COTTON TAIL STRAW 4.0%
Brewed using five varieties of hops giving an aroma of lychees 
and citrus fruits.

MALTY MAYHEM CHESTNUT 3.6%
Brand new limited edition mild.  Aftertaste of chocolate 
balances initial hit of malt.

HAZY SUMMER DAZE GOLDEN 4.2%
Refreshing totally tropical ale with mango, lime, apricot, melon, 
lychees and grapefruit and a fresh floral aroma.

JAMMY DODGER RUBY 4.5%
A sumptuous ruby red ale. A taste explosion of juicy 
blackcurrant, rich liquorice and smooth caramel with malty 
undertones.

RAIL ALE 2018 SPONSOR
ON HAND PUMP
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RAIL ALE FESTIVAL 2018 
SPONSORS’ BEERS ON MAIN BAR 2

Note: Beer colours may vary from description
All beers subject to availability

SOUTHERN STAR STRAW 4.0%
Golden spring ale inspired by the Australian Ella hop 
bringing its luscious tropical touch to a Fuller’s ale for the 
first time.

LONDON PRIDE BROWN 4.1%
Tawny coloured, sweet raisin, biscuit and dried fruit notes 
from crystal malt, piney herbs emanate from the hops.

ESB – EXTRA SPECIAL BITTER CHESTNUT 5.5%
A strong full bodied ale that has delighted drinkers for 
decades with its smooth, mellow bitterness.

GOLDEN PRIDE GOLDEN 8.4%
Rich malty aromas, sweet orange oil, toasted grain and spicy 
fruit cake flavours and an intense, lasting finish.

GALE’S SEAFARER AMBER 3.6%
Delightful beer full of spicy hop notes with a fruity maltiness.  

RAIL ALE 2018 SPONSOR
ON HAND PUMP

COURAGE DIRECTOR’S  BROWN 4.8%
Full bodied, clean bitter taste balanced with sweet burnt 
malty and fruit notes with a distinctive dry hop aroma and 
flavour.

THWAITES WAINRIGHT BLONDE 4.1%
Refreshing beer with soft fruit flavours and a hint of 
sweetness from the fine malt.

PEDIGREE AMBER 4.5%
Unique – still brewed in oak casks and it’s the only beer left 
in Britain brewed using Burton well water.  Fruity Fuggle 
hops married with bitter and spicy Golding hops. 

RAIL ALE 2018 SPONSOR
ON HAND PUMP
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61 DEEP PALE 3.8%
The depth of the well at the brewery gives this refreshing 
pale ale its name.

JENNING’S SNECK LIFTER CHESTNUT 5.1%
An award winning strong ale, warming and full of complex 
flavours, creating an intriguing beer of great character.  
Strong satisfying old ale, wonderfully warming.

CITRA PALE 4.2%
Light refreshing beer with grapefruit, lychee and gooseberry 
aromas leading to a dry bitter finish.

DRAGON GOLDEN 5.0%
Showcasing one of the new wave of Slovenian hops.  Golden 
beer with grapefruit, lemon, apple and rose characters.

GREEN DEVIL PALE 6.0%
IPA with amazing hop harvest aromas, packs in big tropical 
and citrus hop flavours before a crisp refreshing finish.

MANDARINA BAVARIA GOLDEN 4.0%
Tangerine and orange aromas and sweet fruit flavours 
delight the taste buds from this new German hop variety.

HAWSE BUCKLER BLACK 5.6%
Spicy, rich unique beer bursting with chocolate and coffee 
malt flavours.

RAIL ALE 2018 SPONSOR
ON HAND PUMP

KNOWLE SPRING BLONDE BLONDE 4.2%
Easy-drinking beer, floral and grapefruit aromas, spiced 
orange followed by aromatic citrus hop flavours to finish.

LANDLORD AMBER 4.3%
A strong classic pale ale with a golden amber colour.  It has a 
scent of caramel, light fruits and roasted malt hints.

COOK LANE IPA STRAW 5.8%
Using aromatic English grown Cascade and Chinook hops, 
giving the beer a less harsh and gentler flavour profile.

RAIL ALE 2018 SPONSOR
ON HAND PUMP
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RAIL ALE SPONSOR 2017
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BOLTMAKER AMBER 4.0%
Genuine Yorkshire bitter with a full measure of maltiness and 
hoppy aroma – first choice for the discerning drinker.

TAYLOR’S DARK MILD RUBY 3.5%
Dark beer with roasted notes and a smooth, creamy taste.  
One of the finest dark Yorkshire Milds still in production.

STEERAGE PALE 3.8%
Refreshing beer brewed with Lager malt, Chinook and 
Cascade hops, giving a citrus flavour, dry and very moreish.

ICEBERG PALE 4.1%
Maris Otter pale malt and fine wheat malt, refreshing Yakima, 
Galena and Cascade hops create a fantastic wheat beer.

WHITE STAR PALE 4.5%
A light refreshing distinctively hoppy beer with a freshness 
that belies its strength, so easy to drink!

CAPTAIN SMITH’S CHESTNUT 5.2%
A full bodied beer, hoppy and bitter, with a sweetness and 
roast malt flavour and a good strong finish.

PLUM PORTER BLACK 4.9%
Dark, strong and well rounded with the late addition of 
Goldings hops and natural plum flavouring.

RAIL ALE 2018 SPONSOR
ON HAND PUMP
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RAIL ALE FESTIVAL 2018 
IN THE MARQUEE – BREWERS’ BARS

Note: Beer colours may vary from description
All beers subject to availability

ASHOVER - ON HAND PUMP

INDIAN PACIFIC PALE 3.9%
New beer. Pale session ale, refreshing and vibrant to the 
palate.

LITTLEMOOR CITRA PALE 4.1%
2018 Gold Medal winner East Midlands CAMRA CBOB 
qualifier.  Citra hopped pale ale – very quaffable!

ZOO BLONDE 5.5%
Full bodied pale ale brewed with an abundance of Mosaic 
and Citra hops.

LIQUORICE BLACK 5.5%
Full bodied stout infused with liquorice root.  It is what it 
says on the tin!

VICTORIAN RUBY MILD RUBY 7.0%
Traditional strong mild brewed to the old fashioned recipe.

DERBY BREWING COMPANY (Derby) – ON HAND PUMP

WEST COAST IPA GOLDEN 6.5%
A moreish and crisp golden ale with citrus fruit flavours and 
a complex hoppy finish.

BUSINESS AS USUAL BROWN 4.4%
A balanced easy drinking, malty traditional amber beer.

LEMON DROP PALE 3.6%
Single hopped session pale ale.  Hoped with Lemondrop, 
giving a twist of citrus and a hint of green tea.

TRIPLE HOP PALE 4.1%
Classic flavoursome pale ale with Goldings, Challenger and 
North Down hops.

AMERICAN JUICE BOX PALE 4.5%
American pale ale with citra upon citra upon citra, then 
generously hopped with Taiheke.  Juicy, refreshing and crisp.

WILD BEAR IPA (Keg) PALE 5.0%
An aggressively hopped IPA. Tropical fruits on the nose, 
with a bold bitterness and a dry floral finish balanced with a 
sweet, malty biscuit back bone.
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ROCK PYTHON GERMAN PILSNER (Keg) PALE 4.2%
Crisp, clean and refreshing. A classic German pilsner, 
combining light malt flavours, balanced with a flavoursome 
hoppy bitterness.

DERVENTIO (Derby) - ON HAND PUMP

CLEOPATRA AMBER 5.0%
Aroma of apricot, peach, mango, subtle floral hops.  Light 
bodied with a dry, fruity, hoppy bitterness in the finish.

GOLD GOLDEN 4.2%
Pale bitter with subtle character and an outstanding hop 
finish using Citra and Aurora hops.

ANNO X PALE 4.6%
Strong American hopped pale ale, initially brewed for 
Derventio’s 10th anniversary.

CENTURION AMBER 4.3%
Light amber bitter, the first beer brewed by Derventio 12 
years ago.

BARBARIAN BLACK 5.5%
Rich, dark smooth stout with undertones of coffee and 
chocolate.

PEAK ALES (Chatsworth) - ON HAND PUMP

CHATSWORTH GOLD GOLDEN 4.6%
Made with honey from the Chatsworth Estate.  The delicate 
sweetness is well balanced with bitterness from Goldings 
and Fuggles hops.

IPA PALE 6.0%
Bold and hoppy IPA, similar in strength to the original beers 
exported to India, with a modern citrus twist.

SUMMER SOVEREIGN BLONDE 4.0%
A thirst quenching blonde beer. Light and refreshing with a 
hoppy citrus aroma packed with British Sovereign hops.

BAKEWELL BEST BITTER BROWN 4.2%
Robust ale, dry and firmly bitter with some roasted malt 
flavours and plenty of grassy hops.

SWIFT NICK BROWN 3.8%
Traditional English session bitter with fruit and hop aroma.  
Balanced flavours of malt and hops leading to a dry bitter 
finish.  
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description

CASTLE ROCK TRAILER BAR
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RAIL ALE FESTIVAL 2018 
BEERS A-Z 

Note: Beer colours may vary from description
All beers subject to availability

4T’s (Warrington) - Main Bar 1

BIG BRO APA STRAW 5.0%
American Pale Ale. Intense clean bitterness with massive 
amounts of citrus and grapefruit aromas.  Incredibly bitter.

BIG DADDY IPA PALE 7.2%
Double IPA.  Clean and crisp bittering with intense amounts 
of resinous, citrus and American hops to create this ‘Big 
Daddy’.

ABBEYDALE (Sheffield) - Main Bar 1

BLACK MASS BLACK 6.66%
Very dark ruby ale with a rich, creamy head. Aromas of dark 
chocolate, coffee and burnt toast. Full bodied and warming 
with strong flavours of bitter chocolate, fruit cake, raisins and 
hints of cherries. A lingering bitter finish.

ALDWARK ARTISAN ALES (Matlock) - Derbyshire Bar

ALDWARK PALE - on hand pump PALE 4.8%

ROAN AMBER 4.0%
Delicious light amber bitter.

AMBER ALES (Ripley) - Derbyshire Bar

FLOWERY MAORI PALE 4.8%
New beer. Pale ale highly hopped with New Zealand hops 
plus a few American Citra hops for good measure.

BARNES WALLACE - on hand pump BROWN 4.0%
Easy drinking bitter, copper coloured.  Full malt flavour and 
hopped with Northern Brewer and spicy Syrian Goldings.

CHOCOLATE ORANGE BLACK 4.0%
Chocolate malt and curacao orange peel added to the boil, 
vanilla pods during fermentation and orange added to each 
cask.

AURORA (Ilkeston) – Derbyshire Bar

LIGHT SHOW PALE 3.9%
Light refreshing pale ale powerfully loaded with Nugget and 
Cascade hops and three varieties of malt delivers a flavour 
punch above its weight.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description

CASTLE ROCK TRAILER BAR
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BOREALIS - on hand pump PALE 5.7%
American Pale Ale brewed with the palest malt and four 
American hops giving spicy, floral and citrusy notes 
balanced by the lightness of the malt.

BIG DARK BLACK 5.3%
Dark rich full strength porter. Chocolate and liquorice 
aromas and traditional English hop notes lead to a smooth 
rich taste.

BARLOW (Dronfield) – Derbyshire Bar

MISH MASH PALE 4.2%
Pale citrus bitter.

FULL MONTY PALE 6.5%
Strong full flavoured IPA with complex passion fruit, citrus 
and mandarin orange flavours and warming alcoholic finish. 

BEARTOWN (Congleton) - Main Bar 1

GINGER BEAR STRAW 4.0%
Flavours from malt and hops blend with the added bite of 
root ginger to produce a superbly quenching finish.

BLACK BEAR RUBY 5.0%
Extremely smooth strong dark ruby mild.  Subtle roast and 
malt flavours with a mellow sweetish finish.

BEER STUDIO (Salford) - Main Bar 1

CARAMEL FLARE AMBER 4.0%

BLACK HOLE (Burton-upon-Trent) - Derbyshire Bar

SUPER NOVA - on hand pump PALE 4.8%
Oranges and grapefruit aroma, a sweet start giving in to the 
hops which deliver a dry lingering bitter finish.

ALEIEN INVASION BLACK 4.5%
Dark ruby strong mild with malt and berry fruit flavours.

BLACKJACK (Manchester) - Main Bar 1

DEVIL’S BEDPOST PALE 5.0%
Extra hopped IPA with Dr Rudi, Motueka, Ella and then more 
Motueka and Ella hops.

FARMHOUSE IPA  7.0%

KING OF CLUBS BLACK 7.4%
A Regal stout. Dark and rich malts, hopped with Apollo, 
Phoenix, Goldings and Bramling Cross.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description
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BLUE BEE (Sheffield) - Main Bar 1

SUMMIT IPA PALE 5.0%
Single hopped IPA. 

BOOT BEER (Repton) - Derbyshire Bar

REBOOT PALE 5.2%
Brewed with America ‘C’ hops; citrus and floral aromas are 
balanced by a malty backbone.  Hop flavours linger well in 
this complex pale ale.

BEAST - on hand pump CHESTNUT 6.7%
Rich dark fruit, light spice and chocolate roast aromas along 
with bitter fruit, raisin, fruit cake, gentle liquorice, toffee 
and some spice meld together in this award winning dark 
mahogany strong English ale.

BOX STEAM (Trowbridge) - Main Bar 1

STOKER’S QUENCH BROWN 4.4%
Rich, decadent and delicious warm spice flavours, finished 
with some subtle bitter orange notes.

BRAMPTON (Chesterfield) – Derbyshire Bar

TESTIMONIALE - on hand pump PALE 3.7%
Pale easy drinking session ale.

BRAMPTON MILD RUBY 4.9%
Dark, roasted and jam packed full of flavour.  Coffee, toffee 
and caramel tones tease the taste buds.

BRUNSWICK (Derby) – Derbyshire Bar

UBIQUITOUS - on hand pump PALE 6.0%
First permanent beer in the ‘Engine Shed Project’ range – a 
single hopped pale ale with Citra.

RAILWAY PORTER BLACK 4.3%
Classic English black porter, lightly hopped and smooth on 
the palate with roasted coffee flavours.

CASTLE ROCK (Nottingham) - Main Bar 1

ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has 
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description
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CHARNWOOD (Loughborough)

CRAZY FOX - Derbyshire Bar PALE 6.5%
Bonkers beer with punchy American hops. Fruity on the 
nose. Moderately bitter with biscuit and caramel malts to 
balance the sweet alcohol and fruit flavours.

SALVATION - Main Bar 1 GOLDEN 3.8%
Light refreshing golden beer with tropical fruit, citrus, and 
floral flavours. American Cascade and Amarillo hops create a 
citrus aroma and crisp clean bitterness on the finish.

COASTAL BREWERY (Redruth) - Main Bar 1

CORNISH CASCADE PALE 5.0%
Single hopped with Cascade for a citrus, fruity character.

MERRY MAIDEN’S MILD BLACK 4.0%
Multi-award winning mild.  Dark and smooth with an 
impressive full roast flavour that belies its strength.

COLLYFOBBLE (Barlow) – Derbyshire Bar

DUNNA WITTLE PALE 3.4%
Soft citrus fruits aroma and light and refreshing flavour.

‘SUPWIYO - on hand pump STRAW 4.3%
Straw coloured bitter with an aroma of tropical fruits full of 
flavour and zesty hop bitterness with fruity finish.

BOB ON BROWN 3.8%
Bitter, deep caramel in colour with spicy, earthy hop aroma 
and a perfectly balanced malt sweetness with a bitter finish. 

CROSS BAY (Morecambe) - Main Bar 1

VESPER PALE 3.8%
Munich and Wheat malt brings a crisp smooth taste, with 
bright tropical fruit flavours from El Dorado, Delta and 
Centennial hops.

ZENITH PALE 5.0%
When the sun reaches its highest point – this light, bright 
coloured IPA is brewed for the arrival of spring.

DANCING DUCK (Derby) – Derbyshire Bar

AY UP PALE 3.9%
Session ale.  Subtle malt and floral notes are matched 
splendidly with citrus hops, rounded off with a slightly dry 
finish.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description
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DCUK - on hand pump BLONDE 4.3%
Great aroma and powerful up front hoppy bitterness with 
citrus and pine flavours.  A full on hop attack, not for the 
faint hearted!
ABDUCTION GOLDEN 5.5%
A myriad of tropical fruit flavours in harmonious balance 
with an enjoyable level of hoppy bitterness, a good malt 
character and a very clean finish. 
DON VALLEY (Mexborough) - Main Bar 1
HITCHCOCK BLONDE 3.8%
Named after Alfred Hitchcock’s casting preference for 
blonde actresses – a fruity blonde ale.
RIBBLEHEAD PALE 4.0%
Pilsner lager styled beer, named after a favourite place in 
North Yorkshire – the Ribblehead Viaduct.
GONGOOZLER BLACK 4.5%
Dark stout with roasted malt flavour with hints of citrus and 
honey.
DOWNLANDS (Brighton) - Main Bar 1
HOP CONTRACT #7 PALE 4.0%
Pale, hoppy, Citra, Eureka and oats.
MOSAIC Vegan PALE 4.8%
Tropical, citrussy, single hopped vegan American Pale Ale.
DOWNTON (Wiltshire) - Main Bar 1
CHIMERA IPA PALE 6.8%
Classic IPA bursting with resinous hoppy flavours, brewed 
with a hugely increased hop rate for a strong, floral aroma 
and a powerful, bitter taste.
DRAYCOTT BREWING COMPANY (Shardlow) 
We were hoping to bring you some great beers from 
Draycott Brewing Company.  Sadly, their premises were 
broken into at the weekend and their stock stolen and 
equipment damaged. We are sure you would want to join us 
in sending the team our very best wishes.  We hope they are 
back up and running soon and look forward to having their 
beers at Rail Ale 2019.
DRONE VALLEY (Dronfield) – Derbyshire Bar
DRONNY BOTTOM BITTER BROWN 3.7%
Traditional session bitter.  A malty taste with caramel hints 
give a less bitter finish.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description
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CANDLERIGGS 1909 BLACK 5.8%
Brewed to a Victorian recipe when Milds were stronger than 
they are today.  Lightly hopped, robust dark malts with 
smooth finish.
CHERRY STOUT - on hand pump BLACK 5.3%
Full bodied stout enhanced with cherry.
DUKERIES (Worksop) - Main Bar 1
ELSI PALE PALE 3.6%
Brewed using Mosaic hops, offering fresh citrus notes and a 
well balanced finish.  A good session ale.
ARBELLA GOLD GOLDEN 4.6%
Refreshingly hoppy golden ale with floral and herbal 
characteristics. Citrus and tropical fruits in abundance also 
offering a delicate peppery herbaceous spice leading to a 
mid strength bitter finish.
NORTHERN RISING BROWN 4.7%
Magnum hops in abundance creating a rich experience with 
soft bitterness to the finish.
MINING STOUT BLACK 4.5%
Solid, rich and robust stout full of flavour, full bodied with a 
smooth finish.
ECCLESHALL (SLATER’S) (Stafford) – Main Bar 1
HAKA PALE 5.2%
Award winning New Zealand sweet pale ale, dry hopped for 
three weeks, beautifully balanced with a strong aromatic 
finish.
FALSTAFF (Derby) - Derbyshire Bar
THE GOOD THE BAD AND THE DRUNK  BROWN 6.2%
Full bodied with a fruity bittersweet flavour, hints of caramel 
and a satisfyingly fruity aftertaste.
DARK SIDE - on hand pump RUBY 6.0%
Dark chocolate and plum aromas.  Fruity bitter chocolate 
flavours and finish.

FERNANDES (Ossett) – Main Bar 1
BELGIAN WHITE BLONDE 6.0%
Authentic cloudy Belgian style wheat beer with orange and 
coriander.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description
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FROTH BLOWERS (Birmingham) – Main Bar 1
HORNSWOGGLE PALE 5.0%
Extra pale malt in enough quantities to induce an alcoholic 
euphoria!
ANTHEM PALE 4.1%
Super pale beer lightly hopped with Mandarina Bavaria.
FUNKY HOP DONKEY (Staveley) – Derbyshire Bar
BIG DONKEY Unfined – on hand pump AMBER 6.2%
Raw/Pigeon Fisher collaboration.  Naturally hazy.
FURNACE BREWPUB (Derby) – Derbyshire Bar
SONS OF ABYSS - on hand pump BLACK 4.6%
Mild ale with vanilla pods added to the boil.
GAOL ALES (Wirksworth) – Derbyshire Bar
JAIL BREAK BROWN 4.5%
Traditional English bitter with a dry balanced taste and 
caramel notes.
ON PAROLE - on hand pump BLACK 5.1%
Traditional stout with added cocoa nibs to give an extra 
chocolate bitterness to complement the roasted barley.
GLAMORGAN BREWING (Llantrisant) – Main Bar 1
CWRW GORSLAS PALE 4.0%
A traditional bitter with aromatic notes of spice and hop 
resin. A rich buttery biscuit flavour from the malt dissipates 
to a clean bitter with notes of dry fruit and toffee.
GOFFS (Cheltenham) – Main Bar 1
CHELTENHAM GOLD GOLDEN 4.5%
Aroma of citrus hops and apricot fruit.
GRAFTON (Worksop) – Main Bar 1
MARDI GRAS PALE 4.3%
Pale English bitter.
APRICOT JUNGLE GOLDEN 4.8%
English Beta hops give a unique apricot, honey and almond 
flavours with a pleasant bitterness finish on the palate.
PEANUTTER BLACK 5.0%
Smooth with added peanut which gives a distinct and 
flavoursome palate.
GRASSHOPPER (Nottingham) - Derbyshire Bar
CRICKET US ALE - on hand pump PALE 4.5%
Premium US ale featuring Mosaic and Centennial hops, very 
easy drinking with a clean finish.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
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NYMPH CHESTNUT 4.2%
Rye beer with six malts and three English hops, a fruity 
aroma and subtle rye flavour, treacle, caramel and smooth 
finish.
DEVIL’S HORSE - on hand pump BLACK 4.3%
Full bodied creamy Irish stout with flaked and roasted barley, 
crushed oats, Chocolate and Crystal malts and English hops.
GREAT HECK (Goole)
CHRISTOPHER – Main Bar 1 AMBER 4.5%
Single hop ale showcasing the Columbus hop variety grown 
in the USA in a typically Yorkshire session ale.
BLACK JESUS – Main Bar 2 BLACK 6.5%
Black as the coal mined from beneath the brewery, this is a 
black IPA brewed with Biblical quantities of American hops.
HARTSHORNS (Derby) – Derbyshire Bar 
TALLYWACKER GOLDEN 4.2%
Maris Otter and Caramalt give this golden ale a smooth 
palate with Motueka hops producing an abundance of zesty 
aromas.
BARLEY POP BROWN 3.8%
Finest Maris Otter and Crystal malts and a mix of UK and USA 
hops deliver a smooth drinking ale that goes down like pop.
HEADSTOCKS (Nottingham)  – Main Bar 2
CANARY PALE 4.0%
A good solid session pale ale.
WHITSUNS ALE PALE 4.3%
Pale ale with a hint of elderflower.
BRAKEMAN BEST BITTER BROWN 4.0%
Traditional best bitter with subtle caramel and nutty 
undertones.
HOPJACKER (Dronfield) – Derbyshire Bar
PITSTOP IN AMARILLO PALE 5.6%
Collaboration with the Shakespeare in Sheffield – heavily 
hopped with Amarillo and with apricots added in the boil 
and cask.

PYRITES GOLDEN 4.1%
Golden ale with Brewers Gold hops for berry notes.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description

CASTLE ROCK TRAILER BAR
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INTREPID (Hope Valley) – Derbyshire Bar

PECSAETAN IPA PALE 6.5%
A full on west coast style IPA hopped with Cascade, 
Centennial, Mosaic and Simcoe with heavy addition late in 
the boil.

JOHN THOMPSON (Ingleby) – Derbyshire Bar

JTS XXX BITTER GOLDEN 4.1%
Golden coloured ale with a little hoppy floral aroma. Some 
dryness and bitterness in a wheaty malt finish.

KANSAS AVENUE (Salford) – Main Bar 2

POND HOPPER GOLDEN 4.5%
Caramel and toffee with slight grapefruit and lemon flavours.

LANCASTER (Lancaster) – Main Bar 2

RED CHESTNUT 4.8%
Robust and malt-dominated, fired by a spicy but sweet 
fragrance. An impact beer designed to leave lasting 
impressions both visually and on the taste buds.

ENGLISH PALE ALE PALE 4.6%
Traditional pale ale using Bramling Cross, Challenger 
and Golding hops with a good malt base, giving a strong 
bitterness.

LANDLOCKED (Ripley) – Derbyshire Bar

SECRET ISLAND - on hand pump PALE 4.7%
English IPA.

OLD MUNCHIN RUBY 4.1%
Dark mild ale brewed with Munich malt.

LEATHERBRITCHES (Smisby) – Derbyshire Bar

LEMONGRASS & GINGER PALE 3.8%
Sweet with strong notes of lemon with lighter notes of 
spices and caramel leading to a dry citrus finish.

BESPOKE BROWN 5.0%
Prize winning strong ale with fruity hints and a well balanced 
sweet finish.

MADDER RUBY - on hand pump RUBY 5.9%
Dark red strong ale.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description
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LITTLEOVER (Littleover) – Derbyshire Bar

EPIPHANY PALE ALE PALE 4.1%
Premium pale ale rammed with Citra, Mosaic and Simcoe 
hops giving a lovely refreshing beer with a crisp dry finish.

HOLLOW LEGS PALE ALE PALE 5.2%
Full bodied traditional pale ale with fruity malts, heady 
aroma and a smooth delicate finish. 

PANTHER OATMEAL STOUT BLACK 4.2%
Rich warming stout with hints of coffee, chocolate and Irish 
whiskey, a very drinkable dark beer.

LUNA (Oxfordshire) – Main Bar 2

DIPA GOLDEN 6.5%
Double IPA.

MAGPIE (Nottingham) – Main Bar 2

JAY IPA GOLDEN 5.2%
Bursting full of British hops, this golden IPA is warming yet 
refreshing, fruity and aromatic, very moreish.

MALLINSONS (Huddersfield)

REFRESHER AMBER 4.5%
Gorgeous fresh, fruity hop aroma, zingy and refreshing on 
the palate with hints of orange peel. The finish is short and 
refreshing.

MARLPOOL (Heanor) – Derbyshire Bar

PIG’S EAR AMBER 4.5%
An enjoyable hoppy pale ale.

BLACK ‘OSS BLACK 5.4%
Traditional porter style beer brewed with all-English 
ingredients.

MATLOCK WOLDS FARM (Matlock) – Derbyshire Bar

THE BITTER END? - on hand pump CHESTNUT 3.4%
Traditional bitter using Target, Fuggles and Goldings hops.  
Black malt gives rich chestnut colour and lends a bit of a 
roast flavour.

100CC CHESTNUT 4.9%
Light chestnut ale with malty aroma. Huge citrus flavours 
with a lovely bitterness from the Chinook hops.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description

CASTLE ROCK TRAILER BAR
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MILESTONE (Newark) – Main Bar 2

WEST COAST IPA PALE 5.6%
American IPA.

ENGLISH ROSE CHESTNUT 4.5%
Premium bitter, robust fruity sweetness balanced with 
English hop bitterness.

LITTLE JOHN CHESTNUT 5.0%
Deep mahogany bitter with crisp finish

MOUSELOW FARM (Glossop) – Derbyshire Bar

SUMMER GOSLING PALE 3.8%
Pale hoppy session beer.

FLYING GOOSE BLONDE 4.2%
Light in colour, a little citrusy.

MR GRUNDY’S (Derby) – Derbyshire Bar

PIP, SQUEAK AND WILFRED PALE 4.4%
Golden pale ale with strong American hops and a pleasant 
grapefruit aroma.  Packs a bitter punch.

BIG WILLIE GOLDEN 4.3%
Thirst quenching golden ale packed with English hops 
giving a lasting dry bitter finish.

BULLET - on hand pump CHESTNUT 4.3%
Devilish dark ale with a treacle aroma and a smooth rounded 
taste.

MUIRHOUSE (Ilkeston) – Derbyshire Bar

MAGNUM MILD BLACK 4.5%
Fantastic rich strong mild.

TICK TOCK BROWN 4.0%
Traditional English bitter style beer with a rounded bitter 
finish.

NETHERGATE (Sudbury) – Main Bar 2

MARY’S RUBY MILD RUBY 4.5%
Pronounced light floral nose, smoky palate with a hint of 
chocolate and biscuit malt throughout.

NORTH YORKSHIRE (Redcar) – Main Bar 2

NYPA AMBER 4.6%
Slight malty aroma, taste is malt caramel, a little toffee, 
citrus, fruity with a dry tangy bitter finish.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description
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FLYING HERBERT BROWN 4.7%
Full flavoured premium bitter, smooth, well balanced with 
Pale and Crystal malt, Chocolate malt, Hallertau and First 
Gold hops.

VALHALLA  BROWN 5.5%
Premium ale with the addition of extra hops for refreshment. 

NOTTINGHAM (Nottingham) – Main Bar 2

SUPREME PALE 5.2%
Champion premium beer.  Good hop balance giving an easy 
drinking strong ale that commands respect.

OLD MILL BREWERY (Goole) – Main Bar 2

12TH MAN PALE 4.2%
Crisp clean session ale made with English malt and American 
hops to give a dry citrus taste.

TRADITIONAL BITTER BROWN 3.9%
A full palate balanced with a crisp hop flavour giving a clean 
dry finish with delicate fruit notes.

OLD SAWLEY BREWING CO (Long Eaton) – Derbyshire Bar

FIGARO PALE 4.0%
Light extra pale ale.  Subtle tropical fruitiness with a delicate 
floral aroma.

WICKER MAN BROWN 5.0%
Rich malt flavour complemented by a balanced hop finish.

OSSETT (Ossett) – Main Bar 2

AMBROSIA IPA PALE 5.5%
American style IPA dry Hopped with Ekuanot, Mosaic and 
Simcoe hops.

EXCELSIOR PALE 5.2%
Brewed from British Pale malt and American Cascade hops. 
Smooth, fruity and full-bodied with a deceptive bitterness. 
Refreshing citrus hop aromas.

PROGRESS PORTER BLACK 4.4%
Silky smooth porter brewed from a blend of pale oat and 
roasted malts and English hops.

PENTRICH BREWING COMPANY (Ripley) – Derbyshire Bar

LONE PINE Unfined - on hand pump PALE 5.5%
New England pale ale.  Double dry hopped with a delight 
cocktail of Amarillo, Centennial, Citra and Simcoe hops.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description
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KIAMA PALE 5.0%
Vibrantly hoppy ale with punchy citrus and floral flavours 
and huge stone fruit aromas over a crisp bitter backbone.

PIED BULL (Chester) – Main Bar 2

BULL’S HIT GOLDEN 4.3%
Light refreshing ale with plenty of hops to satisfy the 
thirstiest of drinkers.

PIGEON FISHERS (Hollingwood) – Derbyshire Bar

TROPICAL MASH – on hand pump GOLDEN 4.2%
American pale ale.

PROVENANCE (Salford)  – Main Bar 2

PROHIBITION CREAM PALE 5.0%
Flaked maize and corn syrup produces an American cream 
ale with low bitterness and subtle hop notes on the aroma.

RAN ALES (Stoke-on-Trent) – Main Bar 2 

RANBO PALE 6.1%
Bittersweet pale ale with a rich, fruity aroma.

RAT BREWERY (Huddersfield) – Main Bar 2

SNEAKY RAT PALE 3.6%
Light hoppy ale, crisp, dry and refreshing. Moderate 
bitterness but packing a sly punch of lemon and tropical 
fruit aroma from US Amarillo and Citra hops.

KING RAT PALE 5.0%
Nelson Sauvin hops from New Zealand give a unique “White 
Winey” aroma. Bitterness is high, but balanced nicely by a 
residual malty sweetness. 

RAW (Staveley) – Derbyshire Bar

GREY GHOST PALE 5.9%
Powerful American hopped IPA with citrus and grapefruit 
flavours. Smooth and deceptively easy to drink.

BRAMLING X RED - on hand pump CHESTNUT 4.5%
Hopped red ale with a sweet pear undertone.

RIVERHEAD (Huddersfield) – Main Bar 2

BLACK MOSS STOUT BLACK 4.3%
Robust black stout.

ROCK MILL (New Mills) – Derbyshire Bar

MERMAID’S POOL LIGHT ALE BLONDE 4.0%
Session ale.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description
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TOFFEE TOWN BITTER BROWN 4.0%
Traditional brown ale.

SALOPIAN (Shrewsbury) – Main Bar 2

LEMON DREAM GOLDEN 4.5%
Brewed using organic lemons which adds beautifully subtle 
zesty aromas and a citrus filled fruity finish.

GOLDEN THREAD GOLDEN 5.0%
Wheat and lager malt, flavoured with an infusion of aroma 
hops. Clean and crisp to the palate with a hint of sweetness 
and a long fruit filled finish.

SALTAIRE (Shipley) – Main Bar 2

CITRA PALE PALE 4.2%
Single hopped ale showcasing the mango and rich tropical 
fruit flavours of the Citra hop.

PRIDE GOLDEN 3.9%
Classic English bitter with light malt base and spicy fruitiness 
from the Challenger, Bramling Cross and Cascade hops.

SHINY (Derby) – Derbyshire Bar

AFFINITY GOLDEN 4.6%
Strong golden bitter with lots and lots of fruity Citra hops.

PARADISE PALE 4.4%
Mosaic stuffed pale. Loads of dry hop and juiciness.

DISCO BALLS PALE 5.3%
Big hitting hop loaded IPA.

SLIGHTLY FOXED (Sowerby Bridge) – Main Bar 2

ARCTIC FOX CHESTNUT 4.5%
Slightly sweet with toffee malt flavour with citrus hop notes.

CRAIC FOX RUBY 4.5%
Calgary Irish stout.

SPITTING FEATHERS (Chester) – Main Bar 2

REPETITIVE STRAIN INJURY GOLDEN 5.6%
Pale malts and cutting edge hops combine to produce this 
moreish IPA.

BASKET CASE RUBY 4.8%
Strong ale, rich and fruity flavour with a smooth finish.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
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SPRINGHEAD (Retford)  – Main Bar 2

EXODUS GOLDEN 3.7%
Bold citrus flavour balanced by biscuity malt and a burst of 
grapefruit aroma.  Refreshing and clean tasting.
ROARING MEG GOLDEN 5.5%
Classic IPA and flagship brew for Springhead.  A smooth golden 
beer with a sweet citrus honey aroma and a long dry finish.
THORNBRIDGE (Bakewell) – Derbyshire Bar  
JESSAMINE - on hand pump STRAW 4.7%
Naturally hazy pale ale brewed using Willamette hops with 
the addition of jasmine and orange.
CALIFORNIA SUN PALE 4.5%
West Coast session IPA.
LUCARIA BLACK 6.0%
An ice cream porter brewed with Magnum and Goldings 
hops plus the addition of lactose.
TOLLGATE (Ashby-de-la-Zouch) – Derbyshire Bar
BILLY’S BEST - on hand pump GOLDEN 4.6%
Traditional best bitter.
VIKING GOLD GOLDEN 4.2%
Hoppy session ale.
TORRSIDE BREWING (New Mills) – Derbyshire Bar
I AM CURIOUS LEMON PALE 4.8%
Citrus pale ale brewed with lemon zest and black pepper for 
a refreshing yet spicy finish.
I’M SO BORED WITH THE USA PALE 7.4%
A slightly different take on a modern hazy IPA, hopped to 
USA IPA levels but brewed with European hops.
LATE TO THE PARTY BLACK 5.5%
Robust yet light black IPA, packed full of citrus hops to 
perfectly offset the roasted flavours of the dark malts.
TOTALLY BREWED (Nottingham) - Main Bar 2
CRAZY LIKE A FOX BROWN 4.5%
Traditional style English bitter but with Continental malts 
and a citrus hoppy twist.
FOUR HOPMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE PALE 5.2%
Orange blossom and pine aromas with a satisfying deep 
hoppy flavour and full bitter finish.
PAPA JANGLES VOODOO STOUT BLACK 4.5%
A dark, rich stout with notes of coffee and raisin.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
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TOWNES (Staveley) – Derbyshire Bar
PYNOT PORTER BLACK 4.5%
Making an overdue return is the celebrated Pynot Porter, 
once said to be the best porter ever brewed.
VALE OF GLAMORGAN (Barry) - Main Bar 2
SPEAKEASY PALE 4.6%
All American Hepta-hopped IPA underpinned by a big malt 
character with a bitter tropical citrus finish.
DAKOTA RED BROWN 5.4%
Full bodied American style red ale, backed up by heavy late 
hopping from American favourites, Cascade and Chinook.
WANTSUM (Canterbury) - Main Bar 2
RAVENING WOLF PALE 5.9%
Strong New Zealand pale ale.  Toasted biscuit and rye 
flavours support a pine lemon hop crispiness with a hint of 
vanilla.
MONTGOMERY AMBER 4.0%
Best bitter with citrus aromas using exclusively American 
hops.  Named after the SS Richard Montgomery.

GOLGOTHA BLACK 5.5%
Stout with a very long smooth finish.  Hops are prominent 
on the nose with blackcurrant, liquorice and cedar.
WHIM ALES (Buxton) – Derbyshire Bar
ARBOR LIGHT - on hand pump PALE 3.6%
Lovely hop aroma. Satisfying clean sharp bitterness right the 
way through with a dry finish.  This beer has plenty of body.
FLOWER POWER - on hand pump PALE 5.3%
Huge hop nose. Warmth of malt soon gives to big citrus 
grapefruit and slightly herby hop flavours. It eventually 
develops into a complex lasting finish. Dry and packed full of 
complex flavours.
RED HOUSE PORTER RUBY 4.7%
New beer.
YEOVIL (Yeovil) - Main Bar 2
POSH IPA PALE 5.4%
A genuine gourmet IPA of uncompromising quality. Its 
strength is balanced by a truly fruity late-hopped finish.
HOPKANDI GOLDEN 3.8%
Brewed using Comet and Godiva whole hops to give a well-
balanced fruity citrus flavour with a moreish finish.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.
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THORNBRIDGE CRAFT AND 
CONTINENTAL KEG BAR 2018
Note: Beer colours may vary from description
All beers listed below should be available 
at some point during the Festival but not 
necessarily on every day – please check on the 
day for availability

SPONSOR’S BEERS
THORNBRIDGE (BAKEWELL) 
LUKAS PALE 4.2%
Traditional elegant Bavarian style lager, crisp and refreshing.
AM:PM PALE 4.5%
Session IPA with tropical fruit flavours and balanced honeyed 
malt.
TZARA PALE 4.8%
Award winning Kolsch ale with fruity flavours and bready 
notes.
COCOA WONDERLAND BLACK 6.8%
Full bodied chocolate porter, rich and smooth.
KIPLING PALE 5.2%
Exquisite passionfruit, gooseberry and mango aroma. Lasting 
grapefruit-like bitter finish.
VERSA PALE 5.0%
Fresh fruity Weisse beer, hazy burnt orange and balanced 
flavours of cloves, banana and bubblegum.
HALCYON PALE 7.4%
Rich fruit and hop aroma.  Chewy, juicy malts and intense 
hoppiness with a hint of tangerine and pear drops.
TENEBRIS BLACK 5.5%
Classic stout, bursting with coffee and chocolate flavours, 
interspersed with dark fruits and a hint of liquorice.
BEAR STATE PALE 7.0%
Classic West Coast IPA, massively citrus hoppy beer, balanced 
perfectly with a touch of malt sweetness.
I LOVE YOU WILL YOU MARRY ME PALE 4.5%
Light blonde ale with a very large amount of strawberries, 
complementing the fruitiness and natural sweetness.
PASSIONFRUIT & BLUEBERRY TART PALE 6.0%
Refreshingly tart sour beer with the heady addition of 
passionfruit and blueberries.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description
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MAIBOCK PALE 7.0%
Lager style Heller Bok, a collaboration brew with Five Points 
Brewery.
ENA BLACK 4.6%
Nitro milk stout. Roasted malts and oats give rich coffee and 
chocolate flavours. Lactose gives a luxurious finish.
TULAMEEN PALE 5.0%
Refreshingly tart wheat beer with huge addition of fresh 
raspberries.
JAIPUR PALE 5.9%
Smooth IPA with a crescendo of massive hoppiness.

OTHER BEERS
ABBEYDALE (Sheffield)
HEATHEN PALE 4.1%
Wonderfully refreshing pale session beer showcasing Mosaic 
hops from the USA. Bursting with tropical fruit flavours.
BACCHUS (Belgium)
FRAMBOISE FRUIT 5.0%
Sweet with strawberry tartness.
BAD SEED (York)
CLEAN CUT PALE 4.9%
Clean lager base meets huge hop flavour. Cascade, Chinook 
and Columbus shine in this amplified lager.
BRISTOL BEER FACTORY (Bristol)
MILK STOUT BLACK 4.5%
Smooth chocolatey sweetness and coffee bitterness with 
hints of dark fruits, creamy and full bodied.
HEIST (Clowne)
NEIPA PALE 7.0%
Strong and hoppy New England IPA, bursting with flavour.
HOP DONKEY (Staveley)
KIWI DONKEY Unfined PALE 5.0%
Unfined pale hazy beer packed with New Zealand hops.
DONKEY LIGHT Unfined GOLDEN 3.6%
Deep golden fruity and hazy unfined beer, New England style 
IPA.
HOPCRAFT (Pontyclun)
PERFECT SKIN PALE 4.1%
Very pale with fruity Lemondrop hops for a lemony melony 
flavour.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description
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LIEFMANS (Belgium)
FRUITESSE FRUIT 3.8%
Sweet with raspberry, cherry and red berry flavours.
LOST INDUSTRY (Sheffield)
BRAGGOT PALE 7.4%
Interesting ale/mead hybrid with flavours of mango and 
bergamot from fruit tea and Yorkshire honey.
EMMELINE PALE 5.2%
A Pomelo and Chinook sour.  Brewed in collaboration with 
Neepsend Brew Co.
MOJITO SOUR PALE 5.3%
Kettle soured ale inspired by the cocktail with bucket loads of 
fresh mint and lime.
ZESTE DE SARRIETTE RED 6.0%
Lemon and Bay Saison with caramel, honey and herbal 
flavours.
LIEFMANS (Belgium)
FRUITESSE FRUIT 3.8%
Sweet with raspberry, cherry and red berry flavours.
MAGIC ROCK (Huddersfield)
FANTASMA Gluten Free PALE 6.5%
Juicy IPA with tropical mango flavours.
HIGHWIRE GRAPEFRUIT PALE 5.5%
West Coast pale ale with natural pink grapefruit flavour.  Juicy 
and deliciously refreshing.
SALTY KISS PALE 4.1%
German style Gose, flavoured with fruit, sea buckthorn and 
sea salt. Tart, lightly sour, fruity and refreshing.
OAKHAM (Peterborough)
TIKI BLONDE PALE 4.5%
New Zealand hops give punchy aromas of lemon zest, pine 
and tangerines.
PIGEON FISHER (Hollingwood)
RAINBREW PALE 4.4%
Pale ale with buckets of fresh pink grapefruit for a pleasantly 
zingy flavour.
RAW (Staveley)
INDEPENDENCE Gluten Free PALE 4.1%
American style IPA.
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ELSIE MO PALE 4.7%
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.

PRESERVATION CHESTNUT 4.4%
Classic red/brown ale brewed with five malts.

SCREECH OWL STRAW 5.5%
Brewed to export strength, this strong well hopped IPA has
become a firm favourite with followers of the style.

SESSION IPA PALE 4.0%
Pale golden beer with a big bitterness and plenty of hop
content.

SHERWOOD RESERVE BLACK 4.5%
Brewed with fresh Columbian coffee beans, smooth,
balanced and decadent stout, notes of chocolate and coffee.

SPIRE (Chesterfield) 
CHESTERFIELD BEST BROWN 4.5%
Classic brown strong bitter with a hint of caramel and
chocolate in the finish. There is a prominent bitterness in the
aftertaste.

HOPINK MAD PALE 3.8%
Dry pale beer with plenty of hop characteristics, both in
bitterness and aroma (tropical fruits).

JAIL BREAK IPA Golden 5.9%
An American style IPA with a slight floral and assertive fruity
nose. The distinct candy flavour accompanies a hint of malty
sweetness followed by a pleasant bitterness.

WHITER SHADE PALE 4.0%
Pale straw-coloured session beer with a subtle lemon hop
finish. It is refreshingly smooth with a well-balanced malt
flavour.

BEER COLOUR ABV
Description
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EDGE PALE ALE PALE 4.5%
American style IPA, clean, easy drinking and thirst quenching
SIREN (Wokingham)
POMPELMOCELLO PALE 6.0%
Puckering grapefruit IPA with grapefruit juice and grapefruit 
zest, the most grapefruity hop profile possible.
TIMMERMANS (Belgium)
PECHE FRUIT 4.0%
Made by adding natural peach flavouring to lambic 
fermenting in oak barrels.  Pleasant on the nose, with a velvety 
flavour with just a hint of bitterness from the peach kernel.
STRAWBERRY FRUIT 4.0%
Its strawberry flavour is not over-sweet and is enhanced by 
a real feeling of freshness. Its taste is consistent and spreads 
very quickly throughout the mouth, finishing on a note that is 
fruity rather than sweet.
TINY REBEL (Newport)
STAY PUFT NITRO BLACK 5.2%
Marshmallow porter, classic roast qualities, whilst the 
marshmallow gives it a smooth sweetness.
BO’HO PALE 5.0%
Unfiltered Bohemian lager, fruity aroma and clean crisp finish.
FRAMBUZI FRUIT 4.3%
Sour beer with rich tangy flavours from the juiciest 
raspberries.
VALE OF GLAMORGAN (Glamorgan)
MIAMI WEISS PALE 4.5%
Dry hopped American wheat beer. Truly trans-Atlantic with 
American hops and British malt.
WAEN (Llanidloes)
SNOWBALL BLACK 7.0%
Chocolate vanilla and coconut stout.
WILD BEER (Shepton Mallet)

BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIGNONS GOLDEN 4.1%
Wild mushrooms with white pepper and a squeeze of lemon 
on toast – weird but worth it!
TEPACHE  PALE 6.0%
Pineapple flavour zesty beer with cinnamon and star anise. 
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CORNISH ORCHARDS 
CIDER & PERRY BAR 

2018

SPONSOR’S CIDERS ON HAND PUMP
CORNISH ORCHARDS (CORNWALL) 
CORNISH GOLD (Keg) DRY 4.5%
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with 
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.
BLUSH  SWEET  4.0%
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple 
finish.  A fruity well balanced cider.
FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 4.8%
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple 
flavour, delicious and mellow.
PEAR MEDIUM/DRY 5.0%
Refreshing, delicate, created with beautiful English 
Conference pears.
VINTAGE MEDIUM/DRY 8.5%
A connoisseur’s cider, matured over the winter months to 
acquire its vintage qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRIES
ASHOVER (Derbyshire)
ASHOVER PIPPIN MEDIUM/DRY 6.0%
New season cider made with Herefordshire ancient varieties 
and handpicked local fruit.
SUMMER CIDER MEDIUM/SWEET 5.5%
Addition of 100% mixed summer fruit juice – full of juice and 
summery.
STRAWBERRY SWEET SWEET 5.0%
A beautiful crisp sweet and fruity strawberry flavoured cider. 
RHUBARB CRUMBLE SWEET 4.6%
A blend of Herefordshire and Derbyshire apples with real 
rhubarb.
SALTED CARAMEL SWEET 5.7%
A sweet cider flavoured with salted caramel.

BREWERY (Location)
CIDER/PERRY TASTE ABV
Description

CORNISH GOLD (keg) DRY 4.5%
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.

BLUSH MEDIUM 4.0%
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple
finish. A fruity well balanced cider.

FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 4.8%
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple
flavour, delicious and mellow. Autumnal windfall apples are
the inspiration for this delicious, mellow cider.

PEAR MEDIUM/DRY 5.0%
Refreshing, delicate, with a lovely soft sparkle with gentle
pear tones and a crisp, dessert apple finish. Created with
beautiful English Conference pears.

VINTAGE MEDIUM/DRY 8.5%
A connoisseur’s cider, lightly sparkling. Created from apples
selected for their soft tannins and traditional flavour.
Matured over the winter months to acquire its vintage
qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRYS

ABRAHALLS (Herefordshire)
LILY THE PINK MEDIUM 4.5%
A medium fruity cider with a gorgeous pink hue made from 100%
cider apples. Intense fruity aroma.
THUNDERING MOLLY MEDIUM 5.2%
A well rounded medium cider. Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple
aroma. Gorgeous golden colour and a balanced finish. Made from a
blend of bitter sweet and sharp cider apples.
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BREWERY (Location)
CIDER/PERRY TASTE ABV
Description

CORNISH GOLD (keg) DRY 4.5%
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.

BLUSH MEDIUM 4.0%
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple
finish. A fruity well balanced cider.

FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 4.8%
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple
flavour, delicious and mellow. Autumnal windfall apples are
the inspiration for this delicious, mellow cider.

PEAR MEDIUM/DRY 5.0%
Refreshing, delicate, with a lovely soft sparkle with gentle
pear tones and a crisp, dessert apple finish. Created with
beautiful English Conference pears.

VINTAGE MEDIUM/DRY 8.5%
A connoisseur’s cider, lightly sparkling. Created from apples
selected for their soft tannins and traditional flavour.
Matured over the winter months to acquire its vintage
qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRYS

ABRAHALLS (Herefordshire)
LILY THE PINK MEDIUM 4.5%
A medium fruity cider with a gorgeous pink hue made from 100%
cider apples. Intense fruity aroma.
THUNDERING MOLLY MEDIUM 5.2%
A well rounded medium cider. Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple
aroma. Gorgeous golden colour and a balanced finish. Made from a
blend of bitter sweet and sharp cider apples.
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ASHRIDGE (Devon)  
TRADITIONAL MEDIUM/DRY 6.0%
Delicious appley still cider, crisp, clean and fresh.
DEVON BLUSH MEDIUM 4.0%
Crisp, refreshing blackberry infused cider.
BARKERS (Worcester)  
MEDIUM MEDIUM 6.5%
Easy drinking medium cider.
BROADOAK (Bristol)  
MOONSHINE SWEET 7.5%
A crisp and clear cider with a very fruity flavour.
PERRY SWEET 7.5%
A smooth sweet perry, deceptively easy going.
CELTIC MARCHES (Herefordshire)  
LILY THE PINK MEDIUM 4.5%
A gorgeous pink coloured cider made from 100% cider 
apples.  Intense fruity aroma – very drinkable.
THUNDERING MOLLY MEDIUM 5.2%
Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple aroma.
CHANT (Somerset)  
BADGER SPIT  DRY 7.5%
A hazy gold well balanced cider with a tart finish. 
COTSWOLD (Oxfordshire)  
FREAK SHOW MEDIUM 4.5%
Medium bittersweet zing with extended fruity zest. 
NO BRAINER DRY 6.0%
Bone dry cider, cloudy and still, straight from the barrel. 
Cider as it should be.  
SHE DEVIL  SWEET 4.0%
Loaded with innocent cloudy apple sweetness. A tender bite 
leads on to a satisfying fruity tingle.
CROSSMANS (Somerset)  
DRY DRY 6.0%
Traditional cider made with bitter sweet apples such as 
Bulmers Normans, Chisel Jerseys, Somerset Redstreaks and 
Brown Snouts.

BREWERY (Location)
CIDER/PERRY TASTE ABV
Description

CORNISH GOLD (keg) DRY 4.5%
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.

BLUSH MEDIUM 4.0%
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple
finish. A fruity well balanced cider.

FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 4.8%
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple
flavour, delicious and mellow. Autumnal windfall apples are
the inspiration for this delicious, mellow cider.

PEAR MEDIUM/DRY 5.0%
Refreshing, delicate, with a lovely soft sparkle with gentle
pear tones and a crisp, dessert apple finish. Created with
beautiful English Conference pears.

VINTAGE MEDIUM/DRY 8.5%
A connoisseur’s cider, lightly sparkling. Created from apples
selected for their soft tannins and traditional flavour.
Matured over the winter months to acquire its vintage
qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRYS

ABRAHALLS (Herefordshire)
LILY THE PINK MEDIUM 4.5%
A medium fruity cider with a gorgeous pink hue made from 100%
cider apples. Intense fruity aroma.
THUNDERING MOLLY MEDIUM 5.2%
A well rounded medium cider. Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple
aroma. Gorgeous golden colour and a balanced finish. Made from a
blend of bitter sweet and sharp cider apples.
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BREWERY (Location)
CIDER/PERRY TASTE ABV
Description

CORNISH GOLD (keg) DRY 4.5%
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.

BLUSH MEDIUM 4.0%
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple
finish. A fruity well balanced cider.

FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 4.8%
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple
flavour, delicious and mellow. Autumnal windfall apples are
the inspiration for this delicious, mellow cider.

PEAR MEDIUM/DRY 5.0%
Refreshing, delicate, with a lovely soft sparkle with gentle
pear tones and a crisp, dessert apple finish. Created with
beautiful English Conference pears.

VINTAGE MEDIUM/DRY 8.5%
A connoisseur’s cider, lightly sparkling. Created from apples
selected for their soft tannins and traditional flavour.
Matured over the winter months to acquire its vintage
qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRYS

ABRAHALLS (Herefordshire)
LILY THE PINK MEDIUM 4.5%
A medium fruity cider with a gorgeous pink hue made from 100%
cider apples. Intense fruity aroma.
THUNDERING MOLLY MEDIUM 5.2%
A well rounded medium cider. Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple
aroma. Gorgeous golden colour and a balanced finish. Made from a
blend of bitter sweet and sharp cider apples.
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GWATKIN (Herefordshire)  
KINGSTON BLACK DRY 7.5%
Made with the famous Kingston Black variety, a traditional 
dry farmhouse cider.
YARLINGTON MILL MEDIUM 7.5%
Smooth and rich with a spirit aroma and tastes that 
resonates with the taste buds.
STOKE RED SWEET 6.0%
Single variety cider, well bodied and with good flavour.
FARMHOUSE PERRY MEDIUM 7.5%
Made from a blend of old fashioned varieties of pears, 
harvested from the few remaining pear orchards of rural 
Herefordshire.
CAPTAIN GWATKIN’S FAMOUS OLD RUM CASK
Cider matured in rum casks. MEDIUM/SWEET 7.5%
GWYNT Y DDRAIG (Pontypridd)  
HAPPY DAZE MEDIUM 4.5%
Smooth and fresh tasting, a light and easy to drink cider.
DOG DANCER MEDIUM/DRY 6.5%
Produced from bitter sweet cider apples blended with a 
true sharp cider apple.  Smooth, crisp and slightly sharp 
characteristic.
BLACK DRAGON MEDIUM 7.2%
Renowned and award winning cider rich in colour, body and 
flavour with a fresh, fruity aroma.
HARRY’S (Somerset)  
NO 8 SWEET 6.2%
Not overly sweet but with a nice acidic edge. Just right for 
the ‘sweet tooth’ or novice cider drinker.
HAYSTACK MEDIUM 6.2%
A blend that consists of bittersweet and bitter sharp apples 
making a beautifully balanced cider with a slight acidity and 
sweetness followed by a smooth aftertaste.
SCRUMMAGE MEDIUM 6.0%
A traditional cider, unfiltered and matured for at least six 
months.
HECKS (Somerset)  
GLASTONBURY GOLD MEDIUM/SWEET 6.5%
Apples gathered from below Glastonbury Tor, this cider is 
golden in colour with soft tannins.

BREWERY (Location)
CIDER/PERRY TASTE ABV
Description

CORNISH GOLD (keg) DRY 4.5%
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.

BLUSH MEDIUM 4.0%
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple
finish. A fruity well balanced cider.

FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 4.8%
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple
flavour, delicious and mellow. Autumnal windfall apples are
the inspiration for this delicious, mellow cider.

PEAR MEDIUM/DRY 5.0%
Refreshing, delicate, with a lovely soft sparkle with gentle
pear tones and a crisp, dessert apple finish. Created with
beautiful English Conference pears.

VINTAGE MEDIUM/DRY 8.5%
A connoisseur’s cider, lightly sparkling. Created from apples
selected for their soft tannins and traditional flavour.
Matured over the winter months to acquire its vintage
qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRYS

ABRAHALLS (Herefordshire)
LILY THE PINK MEDIUM 4.5%
A medium fruity cider with a gorgeous pink hue made from 100%
cider apples. Intense fruity aroma.
THUNDERING MOLLY MEDIUM 5.2%
A well rounded medium cider. Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple
aroma. Gorgeous golden colour and a balanced finish. Made from a
blend of bitter sweet and sharp cider apples.
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BREWERY (Location)
CIDER/PERRY TASTE ABV
Description

CORNISH GOLD (keg) DRY 4.5%
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.

BLUSH MEDIUM 4.0%
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple
finish. A fruity well balanced cider.

FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 4.8%
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple
flavour, delicious and mellow. Autumnal windfall apples are
the inspiration for this delicious, mellow cider.

PEAR MEDIUM/DRY 5.0%
Refreshing, delicate, with a lovely soft sparkle with gentle
pear tones and a crisp, dessert apple finish. Created with
beautiful English Conference pears.

VINTAGE MEDIUM/DRY 8.5%
A connoisseur’s cider, lightly sparkling. Created from apples
selected for their soft tannins and traditional flavour.
Matured over the winter months to acquire its vintage
qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRYS

ABRAHALLS (Herefordshire)
LILY THE PINK MEDIUM 4.5%
A medium fruity cider with a gorgeous pink hue made from 100%
cider apples. Intense fruity aroma.
THUNDERING MOLLY MEDIUM 5.2%
A well rounded medium cider. Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple
aroma. Gorgeous golden colour and a balanced finish. Made from a
blend of bitter sweet and sharp cider apples.
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LILLEYS (Somerset)  
MANGO SWEET 4.0%
Smooth and sophisticated mango cider made with an ample 
portion of mango juice and Somerset cider.
BEE STING PERRY MEDIUM/SWEET 7.5%
Sweet but light and crisp with a glorious fresh tasting pear 
flavour and wonderful pear aroma.
RUM CIDER MEDIUM 4.0%
Quality cider made from a blend of bittersweet and medium 
applies.  Smooth and mellow with a hint of rum.
PICKLED PARROT MEDIUM/SWEET 4.0%
Naturally cloudy traditional perry full of flavour with just a 
hint of acidity.
RHUBARB SWEET 5.2%
Crisp Somerset cider and tangy rhubarb combine for a taste 
sensation.  Full of rhubarb flavour with a tart edge.
MR WHITEHEAD’S (Hampshire)  
TOFFEE APPLE CIDER SWEET 4.0%
Light apple cider gently infused with toffee.  A toffee apple 
without the crunch!
NEWTON COURT (Herefordshire) 
FIRST PRESS MEDIUM 5.5%
The product of a round-the-world adventure to find the 
cleanest, crispest and smoothest cider making techniques. 
OLIVER’S (Herefordshire)  
MEDIUM  MEDIUM/DRY 6.0%
Traditional cider with tasty tannins on show.
RICH’S (Somerset)   
FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 6.0%
Combination of Somerset bitter sweet and bitter sharp 
apples matured  in oak vats to make a cloudy well balanced 
cider with a fresh apple aroma.
LEGBENDER MEDIUM 6.0%
Full flavoured, crisp, clear still cider.  Easy drinking but 
beware, it can make you go weak at the knees!
ROSS ON WYE (Herefordshire)  
MEDIUM MEDIUM 5.5%
Medium cider made at Broome Farm in the heart of cider 
making country.

BREWERY (Location)
CIDER/PERRY TASTE ABV
Description

CORNISH GOLD (keg) DRY 4.5%
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.

BLUSH MEDIUM 4.0%
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple
finish. A fruity well balanced cider.

FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 4.8%
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple
flavour, delicious and mellow. Autumnal windfall apples are
the inspiration for this delicious, mellow cider.

PEAR MEDIUM/DRY 5.0%
Refreshing, delicate, with a lovely soft sparkle with gentle
pear tones and a crisp, dessert apple finish. Created with
beautiful English Conference pears.

VINTAGE MEDIUM/DRY 8.5%
A connoisseur’s cider, lightly sparkling. Created from apples
selected for their soft tannins and traditional flavour.
Matured over the winter months to acquire its vintage
qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRYS

ABRAHALLS (Herefordshire)
LILY THE PINK MEDIUM 4.5%
A medium fruity cider with a gorgeous pink hue made from 100%
cider apples. Intense fruity aroma.
THUNDERING MOLLY MEDIUM 5.2%
A well rounded medium cider. Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple
aroma. Gorgeous golden colour and a balanced finish. Made from a
blend of bitter sweet and sharp cider apples.
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BREWERY (Location)
CIDER/PERRY TASTE ABV
Description

CORNISH GOLD (keg) DRY 4.5%
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.

BLUSH MEDIUM 4.0%
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple
finish. A fruity well balanced cider.

FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 4.8%
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple
flavour, delicious and mellow. Autumnal windfall apples are
the inspiration for this delicious, mellow cider.

PEAR MEDIUM/DRY 5.0%
Refreshing, delicate, with a lovely soft sparkle with gentle
pear tones and a crisp, dessert apple finish. Created with
beautiful English Conference pears.

VINTAGE MEDIUM/DRY 8.5%
A connoisseur’s cider, lightly sparkling. Created from apples
selected for their soft tannins and traditional flavour.
Matured over the winter months to acquire its vintage
qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRYS

ABRAHALLS (Herefordshire)
LILY THE PINK MEDIUM 4.5%
A medium fruity cider with a gorgeous pink hue made from 100%
cider apples. Intense fruity aroma.
THUNDERING MOLLY MEDIUM 5.2%
A well rounded medium cider. Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple
aroma. Gorgeous golden colour and a balanced finish. Made from a
blend of bitter sweet and sharp cider apples.
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PRODUCER (Location)
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SANDFORD ORCHARDS (Devon)  
CREEDY VINTAGE MEDIUM 7.4%
Sandford’s finest cider, aged for 18 months in wooden casks 
to develop a smooth, rich and intricate flavour profile.
DEVON SCRUMPY DRY 6.0%
All that is great about true Devon cider.  Naturally cloudy, full 
bodied and bursting with character.
SHAKY BRIDGE MEDIUM/SWEET 6.0%
All the body and bite of a scrumpy with a fresh apple finish 
which makes for a distinctly moreish and enjoyable cider.
SHEPPY’S (Somerset)  
MEDIUM MEDIUM 6.0%
Very light and crisp, particularly easy to drink.
SNAILS BANK (Herefordshire)  
FRUIT BAT MEDIUM/SWEET 4.0%
Crisp apple cider blended with strawberry, raspberry and 
blackcurrant.
PINEAPPLE & PINK GRAPEFRUIT SWEET 4.0%
Sweet tasty pineapple is balanced out by tangy grapefruit.  
English cider with a tropical twist.
RASPBERRY RIPPLE SWEET 4.0%
Sweet cider infused with tart raspberry, rippled through with 
vanilla.
GOOSEBERRY FOOL  4.0%
Sharp, sweet and fruity.  
THISTLY CROSS (East Lothian)  
WHISKY CASK MEDIUM/DRY 6.9%
A flavoursome cider made potent in the oak of a Glen Moray 
whisky cask with lingering tastes to be savoured. A gentle 
whisky flavour initially intermingles with subtle, medium dry 
cider.
JAGGY THISTLE DRY 7.4%
Pure cider apple Scottish scrumpy.
TRADITIONAL MEDIUM 4.4%
Good full body with a refreshing sparkling mouth feel.  Fruity 
and aromatic with a clean apple finish.
TY GWYN (Herefordshire)  
FESTIVAL FERRET MEDIUM/DRY 5.8%
A crowd pleasing traditional draught cider.

BREWERY (Location)
CIDER/PERRY TASTE ABV
Description

CORNISH GOLD (keg) DRY 4.5%
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.

BLUSH MEDIUM 4.0%
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple
finish. A fruity well balanced cider.

FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 4.8%
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple
flavour, delicious and mellow. Autumnal windfall apples are
the inspiration for this delicious, mellow cider.

PEAR MEDIUM/DRY 5.0%
Refreshing, delicate, with a lovely soft sparkle with gentle
pear tones and a crisp, dessert apple finish. Created with
beautiful English Conference pears.

VINTAGE MEDIUM/DRY 8.5%
A connoisseur’s cider, lightly sparkling. Created from apples
selected for their soft tannins and traditional flavour.
Matured over the winter months to acquire its vintage
qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRYS

ABRAHALLS (Herefordshire)
LILY THE PINK MEDIUM 4.5%
A medium fruity cider with a gorgeous pink hue made from 100%
cider apples. Intense fruity aroma.
THUNDERING MOLLY MEDIUM 5.2%
A well rounded medium cider. Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple
aroma. Gorgeous golden colour and a balanced finish. Made from a
blend of bitter sweet and sharp cider apples.
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BREWERY (Location)
CIDER/PERRY TASTE ABV
Description

CORNISH GOLD (keg) DRY 4.5%
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.

BLUSH MEDIUM 4.0%
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple
finish. A fruity well balanced cider.

FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 4.8%
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple
flavour, delicious and mellow. Autumnal windfall apples are
the inspiration for this delicious, mellow cider.

PEAR MEDIUM/DRY 5.0%
Refreshing, delicate, with a lovely soft sparkle with gentle
pear tones and a crisp, dessert apple finish. Created with
beautiful English Conference pears.

VINTAGE MEDIUM/DRY 8.5%
A connoisseur’s cider, lightly sparkling. Created from apples
selected for their soft tannins and traditional flavour.
Matured over the winter months to acquire its vintage
qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRYS

ABRAHALLS (Herefordshire)
LILY THE PINK MEDIUM 4.5%
A medium fruity cider with a gorgeous pink hue made from 100%
cider apples. Intense fruity aroma.
THUNDERING MOLLY MEDIUM 5.2%
A well rounded medium cider. Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple
aroma. Gorgeous golden colour and a balanced finish. Made from a
blend of bitter sweet and sharp cider apples.
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WEST CROFT (Somerset)  
JANET’S JUNGLE JUICE MEDIUM/DRY 6.0%
Well rounded and fruity with a deep texture and flavour.
WILKINS (Somerset)  
SWEET SWEET 6.0%
Traditional hand pressed Somerset cider.
WOODTHORPE HALL (Derbyshire)  
OWD BARKER DRY 10.2%
A legendary dry cider made by the community from local 
fruits on a 19th century press. 
RUBIE SUZY MEDIUM/DRY 10.2%
A medium dry cider made from local fruit and named after 
the wife.
SPINNING JENNY SWEET 6.7%
A lighter version of Rubie Suzie. 
SPINNING JOHN DRY 6.7%
A less heavy twist on the Old Barker.

Note: all ciders subject to availability

BREWERY (Location)
CIDER/PERRY TASTE ABV
Description

CORNISH GOLD (keg) DRY 4.5%
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.

BLUSH MEDIUM 4.0%
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple
finish. A fruity well balanced cider.

FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 4.8%
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple
flavour, delicious and mellow. Autumnal windfall apples are
the inspiration for this delicious, mellow cider.

PEAR MEDIUM/DRY 5.0%
Refreshing, delicate, with a lovely soft sparkle with gentle
pear tones and a crisp, dessert apple finish. Created with
beautiful English Conference pears.

VINTAGE MEDIUM/DRY 8.5%
A connoisseur’s cider, lightly sparkling. Created from apples
selected for their soft tannins and traditional flavour.
Matured over the winter months to acquire its vintage
qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRYS

ABRAHALLS (Herefordshire)
LILY THE PINK MEDIUM 4.5%
A medium fruity cider with a gorgeous pink hue made from 100%
cider apples. Intense fruity aroma.
THUNDERING MOLLY MEDIUM 5.2%
A well rounded medium cider. Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple
aroma. Gorgeous golden colour and a balanced finish. Made from a
blend of bitter sweet and sharp cider apples.
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BREWERY (Location)
CIDER/PERRY TASTE ABV
Description

CORNISH GOLD (keg) DRY 4.5%
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.

BLUSH MEDIUM 4.0%
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple
finish. A fruity well balanced cider.

FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 4.8%
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple
flavour, delicious and mellow. Autumnal windfall apples are
the inspiration for this delicious, mellow cider.

PEAR MEDIUM/DRY 5.0%
Refreshing, delicate, with a lovely soft sparkle with gentle
pear tones and a crisp, dessert apple finish. Created with
beautiful English Conference pears.

VINTAGE MEDIUM/DRY 8.5%
A connoisseur’s cider, lightly sparkling. Created from apples
selected for their soft tannins and traditional flavour.
Matured over the winter months to acquire its vintage
qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRYS

ABRAHALLS (Herefordshire)
LILY THE PINK MEDIUM 4.5%
A medium fruity cider with a gorgeous pink hue made from 100%
cider apples. Intense fruity aroma.
THUNDERING MOLLY MEDIUM 5.2%
A well rounded medium cider. Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple
aroma. Gorgeous golden colour and a balanced finish. Made from a
blend of bitter sweet and sharp cider apples.
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All wines subject to availability. Allergy information available on request.

LYME BAY COUNTRY WINES Note: Serving 125ml

APRICOT Medium/Sweet
A richly scented, golden wine with the lingering flavour of soft ripe fruit.
BIRCH Dry
Light, dry and delicate.
BLACKBERRY Medium
Bursting with the tangy full flavour and heady aroma of ripe
hedgerow fruit.
BLACKCURRANT Medium/Sweet
A medium sweet, scented wine with the full fruity flavour of ripe
blackcurrants.
CHERRY Medium/Sweet
Smooth and full flavoured with real cherry aroma and a hint of
almond.
CRANBERRY Medium
A tangy medium wine, great for summer spritzers.
DAMSON Off/Dry
A traditional favourite. Mellow, light and well balanced with a hint of
pepper.
ELDERBERRY Off/Dry
A robust red, rich in colour and flavour.
ELDERFLOWER Dry
Old fashioned dry wine with a floral bouquet.
GINGER Sweet
A classic, sweet, heart-warming wine bursting with smooth ginger
and carrying a kick.
GOOSEBERRY Off/Dry
A light wine with generously ripe gooseberry character.
MEAD (West Country) Medium/Sweet
A delicious honey based wine with a sweet spicy overtone. 
MEAD (Tournament) Sweet
Dark and sweet with a discreet hint of ginger.
PLUM Medium
Rich, full flavoured wine with rounded plummy characteristics.
RASPBERRY Medium
Ripe raspberry character and a real berry aroma.
STRAWBERRY Medium
Well balanced wine with a delicate strawberry aroma.

PROSECCO Note: Serving 200ml

GANCIA PROSECCO Dry

ABV all wines 11.0% except Prosecco 11.5% and Ginger Wine 14.5%

WINE Taste
Description
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LYME BAY COUNTRY WINES 
Note: Serving 125ml

APRICOT  MEDIUM/SWEET
A richly scented, golden wine with the lingering flavour of 
soft ripe fruit.

BIRCH  DRY
Light, dry and delicate. 

BLACKBERRY MEDIUM
Bursting with the tangy full flavour and heady aroma of ripe 
hedgerow fruit.

BLACKCURRANT  MEDIUM/SWEET
A medium sweet, scented wine with the full fruity flavour of 
ripe blackcurrants.

CHERRY  MEDIUM/SWEET 
Smooth and full flavoured with real cherry aroma and a hint 
of almond.

COWSLIP OFF/DRY
A delicate off-dry wine with subtle floral & honey 
undertones.

DAMSON  OFF/DRY
A traditional favourite. Mellow, light and well balanced with 
a hint of pepper.

ELDERBERRY  OFF/DRY
A robust red, rich in colour and flavour.

ELDERFLOWER  DRY
Old fashioned dry wine with a floral bouquet.

GINGER  SWEET 
A classic, sweet, heart-warming wine bursting with smooth 
ginger and carrying a kick.

GOOSEBERRY  OFF/DRY
A light wine with generously ripe gooseberry character.

MEAD (WEST COUNTRY)  MEDIUM/SWEET
A delicious honey based wine with a sweet spicy overtone. 
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All wines subject to availability. Allergy information available on request.

LYME BAY COUNTRY WINES Note: Serving 125ml

APRICOT Medium/Sweet
A richly scented, golden wine with the lingering flavour of soft ripe fruit.
BIRCH Dry
Light, dry and delicate.
BLACKBERRY Medium
Bursting with the tangy full flavour and heady aroma of ripe
hedgerow fruit.
BLACKCURRANT Medium/Sweet
A medium sweet, scented wine with the full fruity flavour of ripe
blackcurrants.
CHERRY Medium/Sweet
Smooth and full flavoured with real cherry aroma and a hint of
almond.
CRANBERRY Medium
A tangy medium wine, great for summer spritzers.
DAMSON Off/Dry
A traditional favourite. Mellow, light and well balanced with a hint of
pepper.
ELDERBERRY Off/Dry
A robust red, rich in colour and flavour.
ELDERFLOWER Dry
Old fashioned dry wine with a floral bouquet.
GINGER Sweet
A classic, sweet, heart-warming wine bursting with smooth ginger
and carrying a kick.
GOOSEBERRY Off/Dry
A light wine with generously ripe gooseberry character.
MEAD (West Country) Medium/Sweet
A delicious honey based wine with a sweet spicy overtone. 
MEAD (Tournament) Sweet
Dark and sweet with a discreet hint of ginger.
PLUM Medium
Rich, full flavoured wine with rounded plummy characteristics.
RASPBERRY Medium
Ripe raspberry character and a real berry aroma.
STRAWBERRY Medium
Well balanced wine with a delicate strawberry aroma.

PROSECCO Note: Serving 200ml

GANCIA PROSECCO Dry

ABV all wines 11.0% except Prosecco 11.5% and Ginger Wine 14.5%

WINE Taste
Description
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MEAD (TOURNAMENT)  SWEET
Dark and sweet with a discreet hint of ginger.

PLUM  MEDIUM
Rich, full flavoured wine with rounded plummy 
characteristics.

RASPBERRY  MEDIUM
Ripe raspberry character and a real berry aroma.

STRAWBERRY  MEDIUM
Well balanced wine with a delicate strawberry aroma.

PROSECCO Note: Serving 200ml

CALOGERA  PROSECCO DRY
Dry, fresh and invigorating. It carries a hint of green apples 
and white peaches, and is an indulgent prosecco brimming 
with taste.

ABV all wines 11% except Prosecco 10.5% and Ginger Wine 
and West Country Mead 14.5%
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6 O’CLOCK (Bristol) 43.0%
A smooth and refreshing gin with big hits of orange and lemon 
citrus and hints of elderflower. The bottle describes the gin as 
‘Strikingly Smooth’ - and between the bold blue bottle and 
smooth gin, it’s a fair description. The citrus and floral flavours 
make this gin taste fresh and summery. 
BATCH PREMIUM (Burnley) 40.0%
Distilled using twelve botanicals, with the most unusual being 
frankincense and myrrh. A bold, unique gin with flavours to 
match.
BATHTUB (Tunbridge Wells) 43.3%
Copper pot-distilled gin made with juniper, coriander and 
other fragrant botanicals, then infused with a further six 
botanicals, capturing the vibrant flavours of orange peel, 
cassia, juniper, coriander, cardamom and clove.
BROCKMANS (Woking) 40.0%
A unique recipe of naturally grown aromatic botanicals 
steeped in pure grain spirit to release their natural oils and 
aromas. The more traditional notes of gin are combined with 
a refreshing influence of citrus and aromatic wild berries, 
Bulgarian coriander providing an aromatic, gingery orange 
top note, blending with the soft and rounded harmonies of 
blueberries and blackberries, all of which is supported by 
the bottom note of Tuscan juniper berries. Dry, bittersweet 
Valencian orange peel elongates the deeper tones and gives 
an intensely smooth finish.
DEATH’S DOOR (Wisconsin, USA) 47.0%
A surprisingly simple botanical mix of juniper berries loaded 
up front, citrusy notes from coriander on the mid palate and 
a soft cooling finish provided by fennel seeds. A flavourful 
base includes hard red winter wheat, corn and malted barley. 
It is big enough to stand up to classic or vintage cocktail 
treatment, but soft enough to be enjoyed on the rocks or as a 
dry martini. 

BREWERY (Location)
CIDER/PERRY TASTE ABV
Description

CORNISH GOLD (keg) DRY 4.5%
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.

BLUSH MEDIUM 4.0%
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple
finish. A fruity well balanced cider.

FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 4.8%
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple
flavour, delicious and mellow. Autumnal windfall apples are
the inspiration for this delicious, mellow cider.

PEAR MEDIUM/DRY 5.0%
Refreshing, delicate, with a lovely soft sparkle with gentle
pear tones and a crisp, dessert apple finish. Created with
beautiful English Conference pears.

VINTAGE MEDIUM/DRY 8.5%
A connoisseur’s cider, lightly sparkling. Created from apples
selected for their soft tannins and traditional flavour.
Matured over the winter months to acquire its vintage
qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRYS

ABRAHALLS (Herefordshire)
LILY THE PINK MEDIUM 4.5%
A medium fruity cider with a gorgeous pink hue made from 100%
cider apples. Intense fruity aroma.
THUNDERING MOLLY MEDIUM 5.2%
A well rounded medium cider. Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple
aroma. Gorgeous golden colour and a balanced finish. Made from a
blend of bitter sweet and sharp cider apples.
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DISTILLERY (Location)
GIN
Description

FENTIMANS’ GIN PALACE 
**NEW FOR 2018**
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FIFTY POUNDS (London) 43.5%
On the nose it is classic in character with a predominant 
bouquet of juniper and coriander, balanced by its citrus and 
spice notes. On the palate it is smooth but complex, opening 
with juniper, but followed by the citrus constituents, and a hint 
of spice and earthiness. This gives way to a long, fresh finish, 
that’s clean, dry and with a touch of heat.
JINZU (Edinburgh) 41.3%
From the juniper freshness of a British gin, to the zesty yuzu 
citrus that mellows in delicate hints of cherry blossom flavour, 
before a distinctly smooth sake finish, Jinzu takes you on a 
flavour journey from West to East. 
KING OF SOHO (London) 42.0%
Created as a tribute to the original ‘King of Soho’ Paul Raymond 
by his son Howard. This super premium gin is bespoke, smooth 
and full-bodied; soft juniper, coriander, with a high presence 
of citrus botanicals including grapefruit peel, balanced by 
angelica root and cassia.
LONDON NO. 1 (London) 47.0%
A high-strength quadruple-distilled gin.  It has a variety of 
traditional botanicals including cinnamon, orange root and 
angelica alongside less-common ingredients like gardenia and 
bergamot, which explains its distinct aromas of Earl Grey tea.
LONE WOLF (Aberdeenshire) 44.0%
Juniper berries form the perfect backbone of this gin.  
Lemongrass and Kaffir lime leaf add character. A zest-filled 
start gives way to delicate spice notes from the coriander, pink 
peppercorns and mace: a perfect complement to the citrus 
fruits. Lavender provides a delicate floral sweetness and Scots 
pine needles help to embed the juniper.
MASON’S DRY YORKSHIRE (Bedale) 42.0%
Soft juniper, lime and orange rind flavours lead to a peppery 
finish with a subtle fennel fragrance on the nose, whilst on the 
palate there’s a ripe and sweet aniseed start, with bold citrus 
flavours, plenty of cardamom and green apple blending into a 
warm, mouth-watering finish.
MASON’S DRY YORKSHIRE TEA EDITION (Bedale) 42.0%
Quirky yet delicious. Delicate and fresh upon the palate, with a 
citrus sharpness hitting the senses and fresh aromas that swirl 
around. Plenty of Yorkshire Tea flavour develops on the palate, 
as well as fresh aniseed, cardamom and pepper notes before 
the tea returns for the long finish.  

BREWERY (Location)
CIDER/PERRY TASTE ABV
Description

CORNISH GOLD (keg) DRY 4.5%
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.

BLUSH MEDIUM 4.0%
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple
finish. A fruity well balanced cider.

FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 4.8%
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple
flavour, delicious and mellow. Autumnal windfall apples are
the inspiration for this delicious, mellow cider.

PEAR MEDIUM/DRY 5.0%
Refreshing, delicate, with a lovely soft sparkle with gentle
pear tones and a crisp, dessert apple finish. Created with
beautiful English Conference pears.

VINTAGE MEDIUM/DRY 8.5%
A connoisseur’s cider, lightly sparkling. Created from apples
selected for their soft tannins and traditional flavour.
Matured over the winter months to acquire its vintage
qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRYS

ABRAHALLS (Herefordshire)
LILY THE PINK MEDIUM 4.5%
A medium fruity cider with a gorgeous pink hue made from 100%
cider apples. Intense fruity aroma.
THUNDERING MOLLY MEDIUM 5.2%
A well rounded medium cider. Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple
aroma. Gorgeous golden colour and a balanced finish. Made from a
blend of bitter sweet and sharp cider apples.
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GIN
Description
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MONKEY 47 (Black Forest, Germany)  47.0%
The 47 comes from the number of botanicals that go into this 
unique gin, and the fact it’s bottled at a healthy 47%. Woody, 
vegetable smells under pin fresh grassy citrus notes and 
botanical sweetness, like a pine forest after the rain. This is a 
robust and powerful gin with plenty of spice, fruit and herb 
flavours. 
PEAKY BLINDERS (Stourbridge) 40.0%
Small batch, handcrafted spiced gin, blended with a carefully 
selected collection of no less than nine botanicals and exotic 
spices.  The peppery notes of the ginger and the grains of 
paradise make this a bold, spicy gin choice.
POETIC LICENCE NORTHERN DRY (Sunderland) 43.2%
A big punch of juniper that is finely balanced with green 
cardamom for a warm and spicy flavour. With undertones of 
lemon and eucalyptus, the inclusion of Persian lime intensifies 
the citrus feel while adding a note of perfume.
TANQUERAY NO. 10 (Edinburgh) 47.3%
A super-premium small-batch Tanqueray gin named after the 
No.10 still in which it is made. A superbly controlled explosion 
of botanical flavours, with much more citrus character than its 
Export Strength cousin.
THOMAS DAKIN MANCHESTER (Warrington) 42.0%
Made with eleven botanicals including juniper, orange peel, 
English coriander, angelica, cubeb pepper and liquorice as well 
as “a hint of red cole” aka horseradish! It’s named after Thomas 
Dakin, who began producing gin in Warrington in the second 
half of the 18th century, founding what would later become 
Greenall’s.
WARNER EDWARDS VICTORIA’S RHUBARB 
(Northampton) 40.0%
Made using a crop of rhubarb originally gown in the kitchen 
garden of Buckingham Palace during the reign of Queen 
Victoria.  The rhubarb juice is extracted using a traditional fruit 
press and blended with Harrington Dry Gin to produce an 
alluring pink gin that is voluptuous on the palate with a sweet 
and tangy royal rhubarb explosion.

BREWERY (Location)
CIDER/PERRY TASTE ABV
Description

CORNISH GOLD (keg) DRY 4.5%
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.

BLUSH MEDIUM 4.0%
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple
finish. A fruity well balanced cider.

FARMHOUSE MEDIUM 4.8%
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple
flavour, delicious and mellow. Autumnal windfall apples are
the inspiration for this delicious, mellow cider.

PEAR MEDIUM/DRY 5.0%
Refreshing, delicate, with a lovely soft sparkle with gentle
pear tones and a crisp, dessert apple finish. Created with
beautiful English Conference pears.

VINTAGE MEDIUM/DRY 8.5%
A connoisseur’s cider, lightly sparkling. Created from apples
selected for their soft tannins and traditional flavour.
Matured over the winter months to acquire its vintage
qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRYS

ABRAHALLS (Herefordshire)
LILY THE PINK MEDIUM 4.5%
A medium fruity cider with a gorgeous pink hue made from 100%
cider apples. Intense fruity aroma.
THUNDERING MOLLY MEDIUM 5.2%
A well rounded medium cider. Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple
aroma. Gorgeous golden colour and a balanced finish. Made from a
blend of bitter sweet and sharp cider apples.
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BARROW HILL ROUNDHOUSE
ENGINE SHED CONCERTS
by arrangement with One Fifteen presents

Jools Holland
& his Rhythm & Blues Orchestra

and guest vocalists
RUBY TURNER 

LOUISE MARSHALL
& ROSIE MAE

with special guest star Marc Almond

Saturday 26th May 2018DOORS OPEN AT 6.30PM

www.barrowhill.org
www.engineshedconcerts.com

CAMPBELL DRIVE, BARROW HILL, CHESTERFIELD, DERBYSHIRE S43 2PR

ALL 

STANDING 

EVENT

ALL WITHIN

25 METRES OF

THE STAGE

SUPPORTING ACT - 7.30PM
JOOLS HOLLAND - 8.15PM

ph
ot

og
ra

ph
er

: M
ar

y 
M

cC
ar

tn
eyBook your tickets online at:

www.seetickets.com
Alternatively please call 0871 220 0260
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Calls cost 13p per minute plus standard network charges.

BOOK YOUR TICKETS NOW

TICKETS
£39.00
booking fee applies

Bar & Refreshments Available

featuring GILSON LAVIS


